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COMPLEX ACOUSTICS IN PRE-COLUMBIAN FLUTE SYSTEMS 

by Susan Rawcliffe 

This paper was published in the textbook Musical Repercussions 01 
1492: Encounters in Text and Performance (Smithsonian Institution 
Press, 1992). and was presented in an earlier version at the Smithsonian 
Institution during a conference of the same name. 

Instrument makers of the Mesoamerican Pre-Columbian 
societies created a remarkable flute organology, the product 
of thirty centuries of experimentation and use. Their instru
ments - flutes, pipes, ocarinas, and whistles - were made in 
a wide diversity of shapes and sound formats, many of which 
were unique to these early societies. Although particular 
cultures specialized in types of instruments, a general con
tinuity of thinking appears across thousands of miles and 
thousands of years. In fact, Robert Stevenson summarizes the 
research of several scholars concerning the "aboriginal or
ganography before Cortes," citing that "a notable sameness 
prevailed in the types instruments used." (1968:18) He also 
reminds us that Aztec musical instruments are nOl so much 
the "remains of a bygone art as the sacred sound symbols of a 
now-vanished cult" (1968:30). 

The implications of Pre-Columbian technologies are vast 
and interconnected. From the architectural dimensions of 
ball courts to the structural combination of clay flutes, we find 
a deep scientific and perhaps spiritual concern with acousties. 
To this day, traditional Native Americans associate sound 
with universal forces. For them, sound is a vehicle for com
munication with the ancestors and deities, who often respond 
to specific frequencies or tonal and rhythmic configurations 
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(Boiles 1967; Robertson 1992). 
Pre-Columbian flute makers developed a highly evolved 

understanding of how these instruments work. They knew 
how to manipulate construction techniques in order to 
produce a particular sound. Often the desired result seems 
to have been the control of timbre, resulting in an astounding 
variety of soundscapes_ 

In part, the range of Mesoamerican flute types derives 
from their typical medium, clay. In these ancient cultures, 
ceramics was a major technology with master practitioners. 
Then, as now, clay was readily available. Because it is so 
malleable, it can be formed with some precision into almost 
any desired shape, easily uniting sound and sight. The use of 
clay as a medium may have promoted vessel flute construc
tion: it is relatively easy to fashion enclosed forms from clay 
and to combine these forms into one instrument. Although 
the firing process does change the clay objects, sometimes 
unpredictably, it can be largely regulated by an expert. Once 
fired, the clay instrument, if unbroken, will endure as made. 

These instmments have fascinated me for many years. As an 
artist -musician, I have been researching, making, and playing 
ceramic wind instmments for more than fourteen years. I first 
began studying ancient flutes to improve my ability to construct 
them. My research evolved through a circular process of making 
acoustical copies of ancient specimens, learning to play them, 
and finally reinvesting my new insights into the creation of new 
instruments. In other words, for me, Pre-Columbian flutes rep-
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resent a living tradition, having influenced my percep
tions and abilities as a musician and instrument builder. 
Most of the information in this paper is derived from 
observations of patterns occurring in both ancient flutes 
and in my own creations. I will discuss how sound can be, 
and was, manipulated by sophisticated techniques of 
instrument construction. Additionally, diverse Pre
Columbian flutes will be "dissected" to illustrate how 
particular sounds were created through conscious 
choices made in the production process. The laws of 
acoustics dictate the range of possibilities for instrument 
construction, within which cultural and individual 
preferences can determine particular design decisions. 
Through descriptions of these factors I hope to reveal the 
cultural genius exhibited by the makers of these instruments. 

AGURE2: 
Airduct Assembly 

Our discussion will focus on specific types of con
struction techniques. Figure 1 illustrates instrument 
types and relationships. Defrnitions of flute nomencla
tures are listed in the appendix. 

EDGETONE ASSEMBLIES 
A limited number of Mesoamerican Pre-Columbian 

flutes with crossblown assemblies have been found 
primarily among the Gulf Coast cultures. Endblown 
fiutes such as lamas (quenas ), although customary in 
many early South American cultures, are rarely found 
further north (although those made from perishable 
materials may have disintegrated). The panpipes com
mon to South American cultures were also rare in the 
Mesoamerican world. In West Mexico (see Franco 
1971), they were usually made out of perishable materials. 
Vessel flutes with blowholes, such as snail-shaped instru
ments from Narino, Columbia, or hybrid flutes with lip
rest blowhole-assemblies, are more common. 

AGURE 3: Some 
aperture shapes 
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Throughout the Pre-Columbian world, tubular and 

vessel flutes with airduct assemblies are prevalent. This 
type of assembly is complex, owing to the interrelation
ships among its parts: the airduct, aperture, and edge; as 
well as the interaction ofthe entire assembly with the body 
of the instrument. How the assembly is shaped and con
structed in large measure determines timbre, range, tone 
stability, responsiveness, and loudness - in short, the 
quality of the pipe or ocarina. 

AGURE4: 
Tlacotepec 
ocarina 

APERTURE CONSIDERATIONS 
Aperture shape affects an instrument's timbre and 

loudness. A transverse flute player can manipulate 
timbre by changing the distance from the lips to the far 
edge of the blowhole, often with an accompanying varia
tion in air pressure. An airduct connected to the aperture 
fixes the distance from the point of the airstream exit to 
the opposite edge (Fig. 2). This is the functional 
equivalent of the distance from the player's lips to the 
edge of the blowhole. Varying the aperture's dimensions 
- length along the airstream from its exit to the opposite edge, 
and width across the airstream (Fig. 3) - will also affect the 
timbre of an airducted ocarina or pipe.2 An aperture with a 
small length in proportion to its width will have its edge close 
to the airstream exit, giving a good instrument a "clear and 
focused" sound This shape is common for European pipes 
such as recorders. 

A few Pre-Columbian flutes have extreme examples of this 
type ofaperture - for example, the Tlacotepec ocarina in Fig. 
4. As the length increases proportionally to the width, if other 
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factors remain constant, the timbre varies along a continuum, 
from "brilliant" to "dove-like" to ufuzzy" and "increasingly 
airy," until the tone is overwhelmed by air noise. Naturally, 
differences are most apparent with extreme aperture forms. 
And, since other factors influence timbre, distinctions may 
become blurred in the middle ground. 

There is a limit to how large or how small the area of the 
aperture can be on a pipe or ocarina. determined in part by 
the instrument's internal body size. The aperture's width must 



therefore vary somewhat with tbe length. [n general, instru
ments with a large aperture play more loudly than tbose with 
smaller ones. 

Figure 5 gives the spectrum analysis of two ocarinas with 
similar internal volumes and partials. The proportion of the 
aperture of ocarina A is 1 L (length) to 4 W (width); tbat is, 
the width across the airstream is four times the length along 
the airstream. The aperture proportions of tbe ocarina B are 
21/2 L to 1 W. The hatching across the bottom of the latter's 
spectrum clearly shows greater air noise present. Tbe timbres 
of the two instruments reflects tbeir spectrum differences: 
that of ocarina A is more brilliant; tbat of B is more open. 

There is a wide diversity of aperture sbapes among Pre
Columbian pipes and ocarinas from various cultures. The 
customary shape varies from square to oval, to an elongated 
rectangle with the edge relatively far from the exiting 
airstream (Dorantes and Garcia 1981). 

As the aperture's length increases, more air pressure is 
necessary to get a clear tone with a minimum of air noise. 
Both loudness and pitch vary directly witb the air pressure. 
The amount of pitch variation depends on the flute type and 
the construction of the edgetone assembly. For ocarinas with 
the edge close to the exiting airstream, the tone may disappear 
with a nominal increase of air pressure. When tbe edge is 
farther from the exiting airstream, more air pressure can be 
applied without causing the tone to disappear. As the aper
ture lengthens, the pitch can rise further before being 
eliminated by air pressure increases. With the edge close to 
the exiting airstream, a pipe will overblow more readily to the 
second octave with modest increases of air pressure than a 
pipe with an aperture of greater length. This factor thus 
affects not only the instrument's timbre but also the 
performer's ability to bend a pitch. 

The construction of the airduct and its relationship to the 
edge are also important to the sOWld of the instrument. When 
sighted through the airduct, the edge should appear ap
proximately in the middle of the window formed by the exit of 
the airduct, thus correctly positioning the edge in relation to 
the exiting airstream. This edge-to-airstream position affects 
the instrument's timbre and tone stability and is critical for 
extended range. Additionally, "a smooth flue (airduct) is 
important throughout the range and can make an all-or-none 
difference in the highest notes" (Robinson 1973:41) 

The cultural concerns that inform construction of airduct 
assemblies in Pre-Columbian pipes and ocarinas are different 
from those of western instruments. Apertures of Pre-Colum
bian flutes tend to have an extended length, promoting tone 
stability and a soft, open timbre. As on many western instru
ments, airducts may be shaped, becoming smaller from the 
airstream entrance to the exit, thus concentrating the airflow. 
The maximum range potential of an instrument is seldom 
exploited. Most have a limited number of fingerholes andlor 
other modifications that affect timbre and restrict the range. 
A limited range requires less precision in the construction of 
assemblies. Yet, it is clear that these flute makers had all 
necessary skills at their fingertips. This is especially evident 
in an examination of the wonderful multiple flutes. Such 
instruments need components that respond similarly to chan
ges in air pressure. Thus each part requires similar edgetone 
assemblies and therefore require great skill ;n construction. 

APERTURE FRAIvIES AND HOODS 

Some ancient flute makers modified apertures on pipes by 
building up clay around the aperture into frames and hoods 
(Ftg. 6). The addition of clay does not rednce the aperture 
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FIGURE 5: Spectrum analysis of two ocarinas. 
FFT, hamming window; sampling rate: 30,303 samples/second, 
monophonic, 12 bit. 
Analysts by Rogcw ~I. UClA Dept. of Elhnomu!k:oIogy. 
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area. Crossley-Holland (1980) refers to these instruments as 
"framed flutes," and observes that they are found exclusively 
in the zone surrounding Colima. However, according to Fran
co, vibration (or hooded) flutes are also found in Veracruz 
(1971:19). I have adopted the term "frame" to mean a build
up of clay into a straight wall around two or three sides of the 
aperture. Within limits, frames flatten the pitch. II the edge 
is close to the surface, it focuses the tone by preventing the air 



from dispersing too quickly. As Crossley-Holland notes, 
when the flute is played outdoors, these walls also protect the 
airstream from interruption by air currents. 

A hood on a pipe foITllS an awning shape around and over 
the aperture. It deflects escaping air back into the exiting air 
stream, causing perturbations and affecting the pipe's par
tials. The effect is more pronounced on pipes that have 
narrow bores (which generate stronger partials.) As the top 
of the hood is moved closer to the aperture, the sound be
comes reedier, then raspier and more interrupted until it 
ceases altogetber as the aperture becomes blocked. A hood 
can make the second octave impossible to play or playable 
only with great force. By affecting a pipe's partials, hoods 
manipnlate timbre. Minute changes in construction can make 
a great difference in the tone. 

In performance, small shifts in air pressure can greatly 
change the timbre of a hooded pipe, seemingly emphasizing 
various partials in the tone. As noted above, range is limited. 
These pipes can produce louder tones than those without 
hoods, but require more air pressure. The technique of cir
cular breathing is readily achieved on these hooded pipes. 

If a frame is constructed around the aperture of an ocarina, 
the pitch is flattened. The amount of pitch alteration depends 
on the height of the fron\:walls (or hood). 3 Because an ocarina 
cannot overblow useable partials, a hood has a limited effect 
on the instrument's timbre. 

FLUTE BODY SHAPES AND TUNINGS 
A thorough discussion of Pre-Columbian scales and 

tunings is beyond the scope of this article. r will discuss 
aspects of acoustics relating to body shape and tunings, as well 
as some observations on ancient flutes. 

( have made thousands of flutes, ocarinas, pipes, and whistles, 
many of them based on Pre-Columbian models. These instru
ments can be tuned to any scale. Sometimes, especially when the 
form is irregular, I use what r call "amplified chance." In this 
method, I finely tune one or two holes to create a perfect unison 0.

harmonious chords on a multiple instrument, to produce harmonic 
intervals (fourths aod fifths, etc.) in a scale, or just to create a 
pleasing sound. lleave the rest of the tuning to chance. Some of 
the flutes I find most beautiful are those r crafted according to this 
technique. To play them, the penormer must set aside precon
ceived musical notions and discover the instrument's built-in 
melody. Fmgering patterns, rhythmic phrases, aod 
melodic contours can remain constant from flute 
to flute. It is possible, given the diversity of 
Pre-Columbian flute types and the fact that many 
are irregular in form, that something of this na-
ture might have happened within ancient in-
digenous flute tunings. 

When one looks at any wind instrument from 
another culture, it is wise to remember that the 
traditional playing order for the finger holes cannot 
be determined from an examination of the instru
meut alone. The scale that results from that order 
may therefore never be known. This problem is 
thoroughly discussed by Dale Olsen (1986). 

However, acoustic principles for the 
functioning of wind instruments are constant 
regardless of culture. Thus, the length of a tube 
primarily determines its fundamental pitch; the 
size and position of the fingerholes on a tube 
dictate the scale. Olsen suggests the "reverse 
western method" (and the "reverse Warao 
method") for testing fingering systems of flutes 
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(1986:12). This method involves beginning with all holes open 
and closing them sequentially from the distal end (farthest 
from the edgetone assembly). Yet, depending on their num
ber, opening and closing the finger holes closest to the distal 
end will make minute or no tonal differences if the holes closer 
to the assembly remain open. Therefore, this test system may 
not be useful. 

Further, as Linda O'Brien noted about the San Lucas 
Band in Santiago, Atitlan: "Only the contour of the melodies 
and accompanying parts has endured unchanged. This 
phenomenon of changing the rhythm and tonal system while 
preserving contour has been observed to characterize Indian 
music in other areas of Guatemala" (1972:21). This under
standing of melody is very different from that of western 
cultures. If true of the ancient aboriginal cultures, then par
ticular pitches and intervals produced by a flute may not have 
been very important to indigenous concepts of music. 

VESSEL FLUTES 

With their enclosed body forms, vessel flutes come in a 
wide variety of shapes. They cannot be overblown to the 
octave range above the sounding pitch. Each finger hole or 
combination of holes serves a unique tone, sometimes 
demanding complex cross-fingering patterns for a given scale. 
In western terms, the range is limited, typically being con
tained within a major tenth or less4 The greater the desired 
range of the vessel flute, the more precise the construction of 
the assembly and body must be. 

Body shape strongly influences the partials or overtones 
of vessel flutes. Some irregular forms seem to produce par
tials which interfere with the mid to upper notes of an octave, 
causing squeaks or blocking the sound altogether. The place
ment of the edgetone assembly can also be important. When 
an aperture is placed in the middle of a fat tubular shape, the 
instrument will function like a vessel flute. If placed on one 
end, partials may develop that interfere with the scale (Fig. 7). 
If the physical shape of the vessel flute is of primary impor
tance, problems can be avoided by restricting the instrument's 
already limited pitch range. Typically, Pre-Columbian 
ocarinas have four or fewer fmgerholes and f.lay in a range of 
a sixth or less, although there are exceptions. Harcourt (1941) 
states that vessel flutes received their highest degree of 
development in Pre-Columbian Costa Rica and Nicaragua, 

hooded pipe 
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where instruments have been found with four holes that play 
six to eight tones with a range of more than one octave. 

The vessel flute's fundamental pitch is determined by the 
internal volume of the chamber, the area of the aperture and 
the height of aperture walls (including that of the instrument's 
body - the clay, gourd etc.) Within limits, these factors 
interact. A large ocarina with a large aperture might play the 
same fundamental pitch as a smaller ocarina with a small 
aperture. In general, the former can be played more loudly 
than the latter. Additionally, the pitch of a vessel flute is 
extremely sensitive to air pressure. The fundamental pitch 
can be tuned in one of three ways: 1) by making a small hole 
anywhere on the body before firing, to be tuned after firing; 
2) by adding vertical waJls or a frame around the aperture 
before or after firing to flatten the pitch; and 3) by enlarging 
the aperture, which raises the pitch. 

For vessel flutes, the position of the fmgerholes is relatively 
unimportant Primarily, it is their size that determines pitch. 
However, irregular internal body shapes can cause hole place
ment to affect the relationship between hole size and pitch. The 
pitch rises as the combined open area of aperture and fingerholes 
increases. To tuneasca\e, the fingerholesarecutlarger, in order 
to raise the pitch; smaller to lower it Before firing, clay can be 
added or removed; after firing, glue, wax or rosin can be added 
inside the holes, or the hole can be filed out Oay flutes can be 
played before firing and fine-tuned afterwards. 

To maintain the same interval distance from note to note 
while opening the holes one by one in a predetermined order, 
the size of each hole must progressively increase the total open 
area - fingerholes and aperture - by a given "percentage." 
This total open area increases with each additional hole. 
Therefore, to maintain that percentage, the size of each 
fmgerhole when opened must be larger than previously 
opened holes. To yield this type of scale, the pattern requires 
holes of distinctly varying sizes. This concept is commonly 
found on EuroP;!'aD folk ocarinas with western diatonic or 
chromatic sca\e.6 

If finger hole sizes are approximately equal, one hole will 
sound the approximate same pitch as any other. Opening any 
two holes will also sound the same approximate pitch as would 
opening any other two, although small differences in hole size 
and therefore pitch may be exacerbated. If the holes are 
played sequentially one by one (or two by two), the interval 
between notes will decrease as the total open area increases. 
The largest interval occurs between the fundamental tone and 
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that of any first hole. Thus, a sense of diminishing interval when 
ascending the scale characterizes the melodies of this type of 
vessel flute. Crossley-Holland proposes a averaged sca\e of 
minor 3rd, major 2nd, major 2nd, minor 2nd for four-holed 
ocarinas of West Mexico, if the holes are played sequentially, one 
bY one, beginning with any hole (1980: 19). This abstracted scale, 
when ascended, creates a sense of diminishing interva1s, espe
cially if the first major 2nd of the sequence is perhaps a major-
2nd-plus. My own informal examination of thirty-four 
four-holed ocarinas from this area also indicates a tendency 
towards holes of the same approximate size7 Perhaps these 
ancient flute makers placed greater value on holes of roughly 
equal size than on a particular scale. Or perhaps they simply 
used the same stick to cut finger holes for on ocarina. Perhaps 
this flute construction practice generated a scale type in the sense 
proposed by Crossley-Holland. 

TUBULAR FLUTES 
In tubular flutes, the fundamental pitch is primarily deter

mined by the length of the tube, although the aperture area 
also has a tirnited effect on pitch. The internal diameter or 
bore of the tube and its uniformity influence an instrument's 
partials. A flute with a narrow bore in relation to its length 
will have strong upper partials; a wide bore will emphasize 
lower ones. The position and shape of the assembly also affect 
the partials and timbre of the instrument. 

To tune a flute's fundamental tone, a tube is trimmed until 
the desired pitch is obtained. Because it has linked tubes of 
differing lengths, a panpipe can play multiple tones. In effect, 
fingerholes progressively shorten a tube, creating the multiple 
tones of panpipes within a single tube. 

In tuning tubular flutes to the desired scales, the position 
of the fingerholes along the tube and their size are critical. 
Hole size and position also affect the ease of performance by 
determining finger placement. Additionally, the size of a 
fingerhole modifies the tone's timbre and loudness, and to a 
diminishing extent, that of subsequent scale tones. To 
produce a pitch, a fmgerhole must be cut within specific 
boundaries. At one extreme is a hole with the diameter of the 
bore - the equivalent of cutting the tube at that point. A 
tubular flute with holes this large will produce a scale with 
tones of relatively similar timbre. However, the instrument's 
body will be structurally weak and the holes will be too large 
for the fingers to cover. If a smaller hole is to yield the same 
pitch, it must be positioned closer to the edgetone assembly. 

If it is too small, the hole will merely squeak when opened. 
Between these tirnits a hole is positioned, producing a 
scale according to the principles of pitch, playing comfort, 
and relative ideals of consistency in timbre and loudness 
from note to note. 

To maintain an interval relationship from note to note 
while opening holes sequentially in performance, the dis
tance between andlor the size of the holes must bedeereased 
as they are cut closer to the edgetone assembly. Western 
tubular Outes with diatonic and chromatic scales generally 
follow this pattern. Even opening holes two bY two will 
produce consistent intervals. Thus, opening any two adjoin
ing holes of a European wooden transverse flute (the first 
and second; second and third, etc., counting from the distal 
end) will approximate a major or minor third. 

Kathleen Schlesinger, in The Greek Autos (1939:16), 
used evidence from flute construction practiees in which 
the diameter of fingerholes and their spacing remain 
constant in order to detennine what she considered to be 
early scales. When playing Outes with these scales, the 



size of intervals increases as the fingerholes are opened sequen
tially one by one or two by two begiooingwith the distal end (note 
the differences between these and vessel flote scales with holes 
of equal dimensions). Such scales may contain pure fourths and 
fifths, in addition to a variety of other intervals. 

Again, perhaps construction practices generated a scale 
type, rather than a scale generating construction practices, as 
on western flutes. A pre-Classic Colima pipe (W est Mexico) 
fouod in a private collection has four holes with diameters 
ranging from 6.0mm to 6.2mm. The measurements from the 
distal end to the midpoint of the first hole and then to the 
midpoint of each successive hole are 25.6mm, 2O.7mm, 
21.2mm, and 21.9mm. The intervals of this flute increase as 
holes are opened suceessively without deviating from the 
abstracted Colima scale, minus microtooaJ differences, as 
described by Crossley-Holland (see below). 

The West Mexican pipes typically have four fingerboles. 
According to Stevenson in Music of Aztec and Inca Territory, 
"the more usual number ofholes even in Mayan flutes of the best 
period must have been the four implied for the flute in the 
Dresden Codex ... Altec flutes, wherever fouod, obey the four
finger rule ... " (1968:80). Crossley-Holland proposes two 
abstracted scales from West Mexico: from Colima (200 B.C.
AD. 500), minor 2nd, minor 2nd, minor 2nd, minor 2nd; and 
from Michoacan (AD. 900-1500), minor 3rd, maior 2nd, minor 
3rd, maior 2nd. He further states that ''!be important point does 
not seem to focus in microtonal oonsiderations, and these may 
even obscure iL It is rather that despite variations shown by 
individual instruments of a type, even relatively wide ones, such 
variations remaioinessentiaf' (1980:19). Perhap5 this interpreta
tion is related to O'Brien's (1972) observation of charactOOstic 
indigenous music in Guatemala, which preserves melodic con
tour while changing rhythm and tonal systems. 

For Franco (1971:19), "the highest musical achievement 
of Mesoamerica in Classic times was the harmonic multiple 
flute." According to Charles Boiles (1965), the importance of 
these multiple pipes, in particular the Gulf Coast triple pipe 
of Tenenexpan, is that they present evidence of polyphony in 
early indigenous traditions. In addition, they demonstrate 
knowledge and use of the harmonic series in their construc
tion and tuning, and suggest that the psycho-acoustic 
phenomenon known as "combination tones" might have been 
used to obtain tbeir refined tuning (1965:215-217). Other 
multiple whistles, ocarinas, and pipes from many Pre-Colum
bian cultures produce strong combination tones, such as small 
double figure pipes from West Mexico; double whistles and 
pregnant female figures from Costa Rica; and a post -Classic 
Maya double ocarina from Honduras. 

Having played Pre-Columbian pipes from many cultures, 
I have found that only a few play the harmonic series when 
overblown. 'Those that do play them do SO impeccably. If there is 
a second octave, the seale in this range is usuallydifferent from that 
of the first. This lack of concern with the harmonic series may 
reflect an absence of stringed instruments in these cultures. Pre
Columbian aeropbooes celebrate the delights of diversityin shape, 
scale, and timbre. As noted in Olsen's work, intervals are not fixed 
frem instrumentto instrument, although fiogeriogpatterns maybe. 
Tunbre mayvary frem note to note and frem instrument to instru
meoL No scale is standard in European terms, although many 
cultures seem to value certain "melodic cootQtID;" fO£ particular 
flute types, reroinisceg( of the findings of O'Brien in Guatemala, 
and the abstracted scales proposed by Crossley-Holland. 

By contrast, within European art music traditions, the 
mathematical order within the harmonic series is held as an 
ideaL This ideal, which theorists have attributed to the 
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ancient Greeks, determines European perceptions of inter
valic structures and tonal relationships. Construction prac
tices refine the body of an instrument to maximize the 
potential for the harmonic series. On flutes, these practices 
include a smooth, uniform bore and the design and position 
of the assembly. Airduct assemblies tend to have apertures 
with a small length and a smooth, shaped airduct. Most flutes 
play two or three oelaves with a more or less standard scale, 
relatively constant timbre and loudness from note to note, and 
a brilliant tone. 

HYBRID FORMS: BALL AND TUBE FLUTES 
Distributed throughout the Pre-Columbian world are 

flutes found nowhere else in the world which combine 
globular and tubular forms to create instruments that are 
neither flutes nor ocarinas (Fig. 8). From Nicaragua and 
Honduras come baU and tube flutes with two or three cham
bers of roughly equal size connected by a large hole. Franco 
states that they were "the most common melodic instrument 
in Veracruz," and were "much in use during Maya-Toltec 
times in Tabasco, Chiapas, and the Yucatan Peninsula" 
(1971:20). In West Mexico instruments of the Classic period, 
a hollow tube, either cUlVed andlor straight, connects two 
spheres. All have blowhole assemblies with a lip rest similar 
to that of a western bass flute, which extends upwards along 
the side of the blowhole, forming a large edge which guides 
the airstream from the player's lips. Specific tones can be 
achieved on these flutes, but because of their irregular shape, 
each fingering position seems to over blow its unique series, 
as if every ball and tube Oute had a built-in melody for a scale. 
With cross-fingering, many tones can be produced. In some 
fingering positions, two partials can easily be blown simul
taneously, creating unique split tones. As tuning cannot be 
controUed to a great extent, the "melody" will vary from Oute 
to flute. 

FIGURE 8: Ball and Tube Autes 
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FIGURE 10 (Center and right): Pitch jump ocarinas: chambers around aperture . 
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HYBRID FORMS: 
PITCH JUMP WHISTLE AND OCARINAS 

There are three basic types of wind instruments in which 
multiple chambers share a single aperture: a whistle placed 
inside a larger chamber; a chamber placed around the aper
ture of a whistle or ocarina; and two whistles, one with an 
airduct, positioned with their apertures directly opposite, 
both surrounded by a third chamber. All have a unique sound 
event in common: the pitch jumps from a lower to a higher 
tone with an increase in air pressure. These instruments are 
unique to the Pre-Columbian world and deserve further study. 

When a whistle is placed inside a chamber, the two 
volumes share a single airduct assembly (FIg. 9). Examples of 
this are found in a Remojadas funeral statue in the Museum 
of Cultural History at UCLA, and a Veracruz mask-like 
whistle, at the UniversityofJalapa, Veracurz. MyOWD experi
ments with sound production in these instruments leads to the 
hypothesis that the pitch of the generating whistle must be at 
an appropriate frequencY to activate one of the secondary 
chamber's partials. Therefore, a specific set of tones (or 
whistles) will work for a given volume in the secondary cham
ber. Acoustical adjustments can be made by varying the size 
of the opening of the secondary chamber 8 

When a secondary chamber is placed around the aperture 
of a ducted chamber (FIg. 10), the instrument seems to work best 
if the chambers are approximately equal in size. Franco includes 
a pitch jump whistleofthis type in his discussion of wind 
instruments from Veracruz (l971:20). \rICCnte T. 
Mendoza (1947:76) also includes one of these 
whistles in his depiction of the evolution of Pre
Columbian wind instruments·9 

I developed a pitch jump instrument inspired by 
Mendoza's drawing that I call a "whiffle" ocarina. In 
this piece, the primary chamber includes tuned finger 
holes and the secondary chamber is open like a cup. To 
play it, one hand slides over the large opeD end, openirIg 
and closing it The other hand fingers the holes. In 
performance, there is a complex interaction between 
the chambers that depends largely on the air pressure 
and on each chamber's total open area. 

,,1 .. dooct 

limits, decreasing the open area of the surrounding chamber 
with the hand or finger lowers the pitch'iO 

CHAMBERDUCT FLUTES 

The use of a chamberduct assembly (FIg. 12) is unique to the 
Pre-Columbian world and deserves further study. According to 
Franco, iostruments using this system, which he caIJs "air-spring 
aerophoncs," can be traced to the Olmec cultures of the eighth 
century B.CE. At the heart of this system is a small chamber in 
which twoopposingholes direct the airinandout, as in a tea kcttle's 
whistle or a Brman mouthwbistle. In the chamberduct system of 
sound production, the two critical factors are the size of these 
opposing boles and the distance between them. Another chamber 
c3n be constructed around one of these blowholes, and additional 
finger or exit boles can be added to the chamberduct. In this case, 
the bole through which the air !irst enters must be slightly smaller 
than the second bole. This mctor interacts with the distance 
between the two blowholes and the relationship herween the sizes 
of the two volumes in a manner not yet completely understood 
The resulting timbre sounds on a continuum from raspy air noise 
to rich, reedy tones. Changes in air pressure alter pitch and timbre. 
With two exit boles of different dimensions, there are three fixed 
tones (excluding half-boling). 

Three interrelated volumes are found in Figure 13. There 
are two types: an exit tube or a chamber can be added around 
an exit hole of the cbamberduct, or a mouth tube can be added 

A further variation of chambers sharing a single 
airduct assembly is found in a Classic-era Babia Bird 
whistle (Ecuador) and a Maya bird whistle (both in AGURE 11 

private collections). Two whistles of a similar size ~~.J~~ 

JaIna, 3QO - 900 AD 

have their apertures plaC!'<l directly opposite from whistles 

each other, surrounded by a third open chamber with one air-
(Fig. 11). An airduct activates one chamber; and, as duct and a 
discussed above, the sound jumps from one pitch to connecting 
the other, depending on the air pressure. Within chamber. Jain_, 100-900 AD 
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in front of the first blowhole. In addition to the other critical 
factors and conundrums of this system, the length or size of the 
additional tube or chamber must be proportional to that of the 
other chambers. Increasing its length or size may lower or raise 
the pitch. For some tube lengths, the tone is blocked or unstable. 
Possibly, this results from the interaction between the tube's 
partials and those of the entire system. These chambers are 

FIGURE 12: Chamberduct syslem 

'no ... 

FIGURE 13: 

Three-volume 
chamberduct 
systems_ 

FIGURE 14: 
Chamberduct flute: 
Tzoteapan,OImec. 

edt hole 

"11th tub. 

L __ .\-\r 11114 blowhole 
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acoustically coupled, interacting as a complex unit. In perfor
mance, the pitch can be altered in the first type of flute by 
opening and closing the exit tube. In the second type, opening 
and closing the exit hqles in the chamberduct changes the 
pitcb. Cbanges in air pressure affect timbre and pitch. 

The Olmec chamberduct flute iUustrated in Figure 14 bas 
an exit tube placed around an exit bole. The added tube bas a 

large side opening for limited pitch variations. 
The sound of this instrument type is extraor
dinary, varying from a raspy throat gurgle to 
a wrenching cry, depending on construction 
and on performance practices. 

The female figure from Bahia, Ecuador, 
is a double flute with ruouth tubes placed 
around the first blowholes leading into their 
respective cbamberducts (Fig. 15). My first 
clues to the internal construction of these 
flutes came from studying shards in the Field 
Museum of Chicago. I did not realize then 
that the size of the mouth tube would sig
nificantly affect tbe sound production of the 
flute. This omission caused much consterna

tion when I later tried to construct the acoustical innards of 
this instrument. As stated earlier, the timbre is raspy and 
wonderful The pitch can be altered with the two exit holes 
placed in the front and back of eacb instrument within the 
figure; the individual flutes each have three pitches. That 
these flutes are doubled is an added delight for performers. 

Four interrelated volumes integrated these three volume 
systems, linking a mouth tube, chamberduct, second chamber, 

FIGURE 15: Double chambe<ductflut!!: Bahia, Equador. 400 Be· 4OOAO. 



and exit tube (Fig. 16). All chambers must be 
proportional to each other. Sometimes, lengthening 
the mouth tube lowers the pitch to a greater extent 
than a similar increase in the exit tube. The exit tube 
can have fingerholes, although the position of the 
holes does not affect the pitch to the degree that it 
does on tubular nutes and pipes. This illustrates the 
acoustic coupling of the chambers and the com
plexity of these systems once again. The construction 
of this type of nute determines the spectrum of 
timbral possibilities, which varies according to the 
respective sizes of the two blowholes, their distance 
from each other, and the size relationship of all 
volumes. The timbre moves along the same splendid 
continuum, from raspy air noise to reedy tones, and 
is affected by air pressure changes. There is no 
second octave. 

The Maya chamberduct (goiter or air-spring) 
flute has four inter-connected volumes (Fig. 17). 
These instruments usually have one or two finger
holes. FtgUfe 18, a shard of what seems to be a Mayan 
chamberduct flute from Lagartero, Chiapas (circa 
800 A.C.E.) documents a possible variation of the 
system described above. 

CONCLUSION 

In short, the acoustical thinking and construction 
techniques of Pre-Columbian flute makers 
demonstrate a high level of sophistication The 
products of both individual and coUective acoustical 
exploration, these impressive instruments must have 
been important to their creators and their societies. 
According to John Nyberg, "the degree of technical 
perfection shown by the creators of these musical 
instruments indicates that they were specialists" 
(1974:92). 

What stands out in these Pre-Columbian flutes is 
their diversity of form, timbre and partials, and 
tunings. Perhaps these instruments were meant to be 
played alone or accompanied with unpitched instru
ments. Perhaps ensemble pitch was organized 
around single related tones. Perhaps melodic con
tour and/or timbre was valued more than either pitch 
or the kind of tonal organization we think of as 
"scales." Certainly, pitch relationships were or
ganized in ways that challenge "scientific" acoustical 
principles developed by Europeans. 

The tonal range of Pre-Columbian instruments 
does not seem to have been important. Ocarinas 
have a small range. A hood on a pipe limits its range. 
Many of the most complex and time consuming tech
nical innovations resulted in instruments of restricted 
pitcb but rich timbre: chamberduct flutes, pitch jump 
whistles, ball and tube flutes, and hooded pipes. 
Some innovations in construction served to increase 
loudness and/or to modify timbre towards increased 
reediness or raspiness. Yet a great number of these 
complex flutes remain relatively unknown, absent as 
they are from standard instrument classification sys
tems. 

Because of the plasticity of clay and the status of 
ceramics as a major technology, this medium may 
have facilitated complexity in flute forms, many of 
which are an agglutination of rounded forms. Cham
bers were combined with other chambers and/or 

c 

FIGURE 16: 
Four-Yolume chamber· 
duct system. 

\~----1IlJ 

AGURE 17: Chamberduct flule: classic Mayan goiler flule . 
0I'awing from Franco, as per del Rio in EXCELCXlR 1411Q162...l.abeIIDcl b¥ RM'IIdiffe 
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AGURE 18: 

Possible 
chamber
duct shard, 
Mayan from 
lagert8ro, 
Chiapas, 
ca. 8OOAO. 
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tubes. Whistles were placed inside vessels and chambers 
placed around apertures. Frames and hoods modified aper
tures on pipes. Chamberduct assemhlies produced sound in 
tubes and other chambers linked together in intricate con
figurations. 

Codexes and scholarly European studies give us a few 
clues about the performers of these instruments. We know 
that music was one of several specializations available to 
Pre-Columbian peoples and that performance was central to 
civic and religious power structures (Stevenson 1968). Even 
less is known ofthe ceramists who fashioned these remarkable 
aerophones according to the structural principles outlined 
above. Today, most traditional Mesoamerican ceramista are 
women and, as has been the tradition in western scholarship, 
women are virtually invisible in historical and ethnographic 
chronicles produced over the past five hundred years. Thus, 
the threads connecting contemporary and Pre-Columbian 
ceramists are tenuous. 

We are left with many questions regarding the relationship 
between the makers and the users of Pre-Columbian instru
ments. Were they one and the same? Were instruments of 
specific timbres, shapes, and iconographies commissioned by 
patrons or ritual specialists? Whether or not these questions 
are ever answered, we already have anlple evidence regarding 
the creative matrix that gave birth to sound-making among the 
ancient Americans. Instrument makers placed high value on 
experimentation with timbre and apparently delighted in the 
infinite possibilities generated by their ingenious discoveries. 
And, by extending the boundaries of timbre, these musical 
scientists also extended the boundaries of acoustical thought. 
The sophistication and intricacy of these traditions requires 
dense technical descriptions. But these descriptions should 
not obscure the vitality of these instruments as part of an 
ancient living tradition. Through my own work as a per
former/ceramist, I hope to catch a glimpse of and honor the 
spirit of discovery that guided the makers and players of these 
remarkable instruments. 

APPENDIX 

The following definitions are used with this essay. 

INSTRUMENT BODY TYPES: 
Rute: any instrument in which a column or volume of air is activated by an edgetone assembly. either airduct or blowhole, 
Pipe: a tubu1arftute, either conical or cylindrical, with an airduct assembly. 
Vessel flute : a globular flute in which a volume of air is activated by an edgetone assembly. e;ther blowhole or airduct. 
Ocarina: a vessel flute with an airduct assembly. 
¥Jhistle: a simple (single-tone) flute. 
Ball and tube flute: a flute which connects two or more hollow baUs with one or more tubes. 
Aperture: the hole or open area of any edgetone assembly. 

ASSEMBLY FEATURES: 
Edgetone assembly: that part of a flute which converts the player's airstream into a tone. It consists of an edge, an aperture, and a focused 
source of air. An edgetone is genefated when a stream of air vibrates back and forth across a sharp edge. This then causes the air column or 
volume of a flute to resonate, producing a sound. Three basic types of edgetone assemblies are the blowhole and the airduct. 
Blowhole assembty: in this type, the aperture is the blowhole; the lips direct the airstream across it to the far edge of the hole. Two types are found on tubular flutes: transverse flutes such as the classical western 
flute have crossblown assemblies; kens. and shakuhachls have 
end~own assemblies. 01 vessel flutes, a blowhole can be placed 
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almost anywhere on the body. 
Airduct assembly: has a slot or windway to direct the airstream from the 
lips across the aperture to an edge. This assembly is used for ocarinas and pipes. 

Chamberduct assembly: has a hole to direct the airstream across a small 
chamber to another hole. 

ACOUSTICAL FEATURES: 
Partials : simple tones that combine to form a complex tone. The lowest 
such tone is called the fundamental. The partials determine in part an instrument's characteristic tone color or timbre. 
Harmonic series: a special class of partials with a simple mathematical 
relationship to each other as follows: the fundamental frequency or f, a 
frequency twice that of the fundamental (2f), 3 times the fundamenta l (31), 4f, Sf, etc. 

NOTES 

1. All drawings are by Jim Grant, except as noted. I want to thank the 
people who helped me with this article: Jim Grant, who was generous 
with his support; Sue [)eVale, who was generous in her critiques and suggestions; Peter Crossley·Holland, who gave me access to his collec· tion; Bob Chiles, of the UCLA Museum of Cuhural History; Robert 
Kendall at UCLA, who realized the computer analysis of ocarina 
spectrums; Unda O'Brien, who read this paper in draft form; and Carol Robertson, who provided the opportunity for me to participate in the 
Smithsonian symposium on "Musical Repercussions of 1492," without which this paper would not have been written. 
2. Many aspects and manipulations of Pre-Columbian instruments parallel techniques used by organ voicers. 
3. This interrelationship also occurs on a Helmholtz resonator when the 
height of its neck is increased. 
4. Chuang, Pen·U (1972) describes a Japanese ocarina that has twelve fingerholes and plays an octave and a sixth above. This is the largest 
compass I have heard of to date. 
5. By contrast, Otuang, Pen·U (Ibid.) states that by the latter part of the 
Shang dynasty, some hsun had five holes and played an octave or more. 
6. For example, my smallest ocarinas use six finger holes and two 
Cfoss·fingerings to produce a diatonic 9th. Each hole is tuned in
dividually to produce the following approximate intervals when opened 
alone: major 2nd, major 3rd, minOf'third, neutral third, 5th, and 4th. With 
the other five holes opened, the hole that produces a 4th with all holes closed, now ptaysa major 2nd. Oluang, Pen-U Qbid.: 204-205), discus· 
ses an eight-holed hsun that he made in order to playa chromatic 10th. Hole sizes vary from 3.3mm to 7.7mm. The same fingering pattern for 
the first four functionally similar holes is used to play the chromatic 6th as is used on my own ocarinas. 
7. However, two holes are sometimes equal while the other two holes are equal to each other but different from the first pair; or three holes 
are equal while one is d ifferent. 
8. To simulate the effect, blow whistles of various sizes into chambers 
such as cups; vary your air pressure until the tone jumps. Try partially covering the large opening of the chamber with your hand or face. The pitch of the primary whistle is usually flattened when placed into the 
secondary chamber. 

9. Some of his other draw;ngs do not work. One may be an attempt to 
depict a chamberduct flute. 
10. I made an example of such an instrument with a moveable second 
whistle and determined that the interval between the tones increases as 
the distance between apertures decreases. By rotating the moveable whistle so that its hote is out of altgnment with the ducted whistle'S 
blowhole, only a single tone can be played, pitched between the two 
previous tones. Of course, as the second chamber in not being activated, the volume of the total system Is diminished. The primary 
whistte now rests in a small chamber. However, unlike the whistle-in-a.· 
chamber previously di~ssed. this instrument produces only one tone. 
In this case, size relationship of the two volumes, whistle and its sur~ 
rounding chamber does not allow for the pftch jump effect to occur. 
Perhaps in this construction, the enclosing volume functions like the 
frame around an aperture described earlier, and merely flattens the pitch 
of the generating whistle. 

(Bibliography ove~eaf) 
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